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Dynamic Accounts of Polyphony in 
Sixteenth-Century Music Theory

By its horizontal conception, Renaissance polyphony pre-eminently embodies the 
dynamically unfolding nature of music as a temporal art. Sixteenth-century treatises, 
however, appear to focus more on static features than on this dynamic aspect. Counterpoint 
instructions concentrate on elementary concepts such as isolated intervals. Some scholars 
have also emphasized the historical emergence of the idea of a musical composition as a 
unifi ed object rather than a sounding process. Examining the specifi c meanings of terms 
as ‘harmonia’, ‘modulatione’ and ‘res facta’, this article aims at a less static reading of the 
treatises, acknowledging an underlying conception of music as sounding movement in the 
fi rst place. By means of the writings of Zarlino, the dynamic nature of music is related 
to speculative theory in which temporal and spatial aspects are balanced and discussed 
explicitly.

Music is a sounding phenomenon that unfolds in time. There is no doubt about that. 
Or is there? When music is written down or conceptualised as the subject of criticism or 
theoretical debate, its temporal and sounding nature is actually lost or at least reduced. 
It is not that the temporality of music is denied by notation or conceptualisation, but 
the chosen form of musical representation (on paper or in the mind) is such that this 
temporality is no longer a property of the representation itself. Essentially, the time-
consuming nature of a musical event is confl ated in a single symbol or idea. Although 
neither notation nor theoretical consideration aims to substitute ‘real’ music by a mute 
surrogate, some authors have made an issue of this unbalanced relation. In particular, 
the origin of Western music notation has inspired Mathias Bielitz to compare music to 
grammar, in the sense that both focus on singular elements (individual notes or letters 
respectively). Music theory, then, may be viewed as contributing to a ‘Buchstabierung 
der Musik’.1 Similarly, in more radical wordings, Michael Walter has identifi ed the rise 
of music theory from the ninth century onwards as ‘den Keim des Endes “der Musik” 
als ganzheitliches und umfassendes Phänomen’ (Walter’s emphasis).2 In essence those 
concerns return to the question of whether music is considered in static terms that can 
be grasped by notational conventions or represented in the human mind, rather than as a 
dynamic process with a fundamental temporal profi le.
 The notion that music unfolds in time seems particularly appropriate with regard 
to Renaissance polyphony. Although the repertoire of fi fteenth- and sixteenth-century 
European music is far too diverse to be treated as a whole, one could generalise that most 
sacred and much secular music ‘from Du Fay to Palestrina’ relies upon the principle of 
imitation. Consequently, compositions are structured by means of successive entries of 
melodic material in different voices. When sounding, the temporal fl ow of polyphony is 
articulated by the cues of its imitative framework. Apart from this specifi c compositional 
feature, the overall ‘horizontal’ nature of Renaissance music can be viewed as a general 

1 Mathias Bielitz, Musik und Grammatik: Studien zur mittelalterlichen Musiktheorie, München: Katzbichler, 

1977.

2 Michael Walter, ‘Vom Beginn der Musiktheorie und dem Ende der Musik: Über die Aktualität des Mittelalters 

in der Musikgeschichte’, in: Acta Musicologica 70/2 (1998), p. 223.
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property. Seemingly endless lines are interwoven in a dense texture that fl ows through 
musical time until the fi nal cadence is reached. Apparently, however, this fundamental 
characteristic of Renaissance polyphony is barely expressed in music theory treatises 
from that period. As for the more operational matter of imitation, the historical texts 
provide explanations about its use and technical possibilities, but remain notably silent 
about its audible and temporal aspects. Melodies or polyphonic combinations are rarely 
discussed in terms of (directed) motion. Nor are suspensions (another dominant stylistic 
feature) praised for their intensity or subsequent release of tension. Although Renaissance 
theorists seem to delight in profound speculations on all manner of aspects related to 
music, they stop short at listing specifi c rules from which a composer can build a well-
formed composition. And yet we tend to hear Renaissance polyphony as a continuous 
fl ux incorporating varying levels of intensity, patterns of growth and decay, and, above 
all, a horizontal dimension, which seems to be more than a side effect of the application 
of such technical guidelines.
 The assumption that the essentially dynamic nature of Renaissance polyphony is not 
adequately refl ected in theoretical thinking, asks for a more detailed picture of sixteenth-
century music theory. Usually, a distinction is made between two traditions: the speculative 
(‘musica theoretica’, conceiving of music as a science) and the practical (‘musica practica’, 
discussing the craft of composition by means of technical observations and instructions).3 
The fi rst tradition is rather remote from music as we think of it now, for it discusses the 
role of music in the context of cosmic organisation and the related harmonic numbers 
(which, applied to acoustical features, come closest to actual musical phenomena). To put 
it in somewhat aphoristic terms: speculative music theory is concerned with the musical 
sound of nature, as well as the nature of musical sound, but not with the sounding nature 
of music. Given this particular focus, it is not to be expected that a consideration of the 
audible fl ow of music will be part of speculative reasoning. At issue, however, could be 
the more philosophical question of whether time is an essential category of music (as a 
concept). Some passages from music theory in which this question is raised explicitly will 
be discussed in this article.
 As music in terms of actual compositions and performances is the subject of the 
practical tradition, one would expect the temporal unfolding of musical lines and 
polyphonic complexes to be treated in this part of the theoretical domain. However, 
treatises appear to concentrate mainly on two diverging scale dimensions of (the creation 
of) musical compositions: the most elementary components (intervals) on the one hand 
and the overarching whole of the entire ‘work’ on the other. It seems to me that Renaissance 
music theory, when it engages in matters more tangible than speculative reasoning but 
also broader than mere elements, shifts from a conceptual to a more technical discourse, 
as if actual musical movement were not an issue for theoretical consideration. In this 
sense, the initial hypothesis that theory does not fully refl ect the dynamic nature of the 
actual music is confi rmed. One could argue that the temporal nature of music is so self-
evident that it can do without particular theoretical attention. Such a view presupposes 
that the idea of music as an unfolding phenomenon is present implicitly throughout 
the theoretical debate. This is how, nowadays, many practice-based musicians and 
performance-oriented theorists think about it, and their purposive approach often stands 

3 This general characterisation of Renaissance music theory follows the division between ‘speculative 

traditions’ and ‘regulative traditions’ in Thomas Christensen (ed.), The Cambridge History of Western Music 

Theory, Cambridge etc.: Cambridge University Press, 2002 (the third division, ‘descriptive traditions’, does 

not apply in the fi rst place to the period under consideration). With regard to the content of the treatises, 

see the contributions of Robert W. Wason, ‘Musica practica: Music Theory as Pedagogy’, Cristle Collins Judd, 

‘Renaissance Modal Theory: Theoretical, Compositional and Editorial Perspectives’ and Peter Schubert, 

‘Counterpoint Pedagogy in the Renaissance’ in the same volume (pp. 46-77, 364-406, 503-533).
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for fresh and straightforward readings of the historical treatises. However, this also results 
in musical temporality being never explicitly thematized, either in the original texts or 
in our reading of them. Maybe there is no need to seek for an all inclusive theoretical 
framework regarding sixteenth-century musical thinking, but the idea that such a 
fundamental aspect of music – and of polyphony a fortiori – is only tacitly present in 
music theory, leaves some kind of conceptual defi ciency. It is not the aim of the present 
article to identify the exact reasons for the apparent under-representation in theoretical 
writings of Renaissance music’s dynamic aspects. Rather, I want to focus attention on 
some passages in major treatises from that period in which the dynamic nature of music 
is surprisingly absent, deliberately avoided or – in the opposite sense – tacitly assumed, 
modestly hinted at and even actively discussed.
 The identifi cation of a blind (or at least commonly overlooked) spot in a corpus of 
historical texts or a specifi c theoretical framework is often related to the way texts and 
ideas are read and understood. In other words: any attempt to estimate the importance of 
the dynamic nature of music in Renaissance music theory and whether it was an explicit 
issue or an implicit intuition, depends largely on the focus adopted by the readers of 
the treatises. Therefore, the fi rst part of this article will be as much about the reception 
of music theory as about theory itself. It will be argued that an ‘elementary’ account 
of practical theory (i.e. a static reduction of counterpoint to its initial building-blocks, 
principally vertical intervals) is partly rooted in a coloured understanding of some basic 
concepts of sixteenth-century musical terminology. For that reason, the notions of 
counterpoint and harmony will be related explicitly to aspects of musical process and 
movement. Furthermore, whereas the idea of independent objects of musical art seems 
to facilitate a conceptualisation of compositions as abstract wholes, the appreciation of 
music as sounding movement is suggested to be an authentic view of polyphony that can 
add fruitful insights to the understanding of theory as well as the music itself. The second 
part of this article will concentrate on two passages in which the temporality of music is 
treated explicitly and even at the crux of the theoretical debate. The fragments stem from 
two treatises by Gioseffo Zarlino that have not received much scholarly attention up to 
now: the Dimostrationi harmoniche and the Sopplimenti musicali. These writings touch 
upon the ontological duality of music in terms of space and time. In the fi rst fragment, 
Zarlino emphasizes the abstract focus of music as a speculative science, but, at the same 
time, he expresses the fundamentally dynamic character of musical practice. The second 
fragment, fi nally, relates these different perspectives with the practical components of 
musical composition, discussed in the fi rst part of the article.

Contrapuntal elements and musical objects
In the sixteenth century, practical composition was instructed as the ‘art of counterpoint’. 
This art takes as a starting point the categorisation of two-note concords according to 
their sonorous quality. Grounded in the numeric proportions that (following Pythagoras) 
constitute the intervals, a classifi cation is made into consonances (perfect or imperfect) 
and dissonances. A glance at the table of contents of some major treatises reveals that the 
description of all different two-note combinations is often rather exhaustive. Of the three 
books of Tinctoris’s pioneering Liber de arte contrapuncti (1477), for instance, the entire 
fi rst and half of the second are about intervals. Subtitled ‘Dell’arte del contrapunto’, the 
third (and most elaborate) part of Zarlino’s Le istitutioni harmoniche (1558), too, spends 
roughly 25 of its 80 chapters on intervals. And of the fi rst practical book of Vicentino’s 
L’antica musica ridotta alla moderna prattica (1555), nearly three quarters are devoted 
to every interval from comma to major seventh (which also demonstrates the author’s 
preoccupation with the chromatic and enharmonic genera). The importance of individual 
vertical combinations corresponds to the etymological origin of the term counterpoint 
as ‘punctus contra punctum’: the placement of one note against another. Moreover, as 
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practice followed speculative theory – both ontologically and in the actual lay-out of the 
treatises – the characterisation of intervals connected nicely with the theory of musical 
numbers, with consonances originating in the most natural proportions. Zarlino defi nes 
the intervals as ‘gli elementi che compogno il contrapunto’4 and it is clear that they provide 
elementary knowledge about this art. At the same time, one could argue, single vertical 
combinations are also elementary in the sense that they are isolated from a broader 
musical context (a fi nding that echoes Bielitz’s aforementioned ‘Buchstabierung’).
 Proceeding from two-voiced concords to more-voiced combinations, some theorists 
have formulated rules of the type ‘if there is an interval x between the fi rst two voices, a 
third voice can be at intervals y or z’. A way of structuring this information consists of 
putting it in a table. Under the heading ‘tavola del contrapunto’, Pietro Aaron included 
such a consonance table (Figure 1) in his Thoscanello della musica (1523). Each possible 
interval between a given top voice and the tenor (left column) leaves only a limited 
number of possibilities for the bass, the alto remaining then as the last part to be added, 
in accordance with the consonance rules. 
 In fact, this table could be read as a complete list of admitted four-voiced note 
combinations, not to say ‘chords’. Such a vertical conception of polyphony, however, has 
lead certain analysts to approach the music in question all too many times from a more 
or less tonal perspective. It should be noted that the concepts of major and minor triads, 
their inversions and tonal functions are not found in Renaissance music theory. Even in 
a synoptic presentation like Aaron’s, any concord, whether for three or more voices, relies 
on combinations of binary relations between all individual voices.5 Emphasizing the 
horizontal, essentially linear character of polyphony, other scholars have been reluctant 
to accept that a harmonic conception of music is compatible with Renaissance music at 
all.6 Nevertheless, the term ‘harmonia’ is encountered in sixteenth-century music theory; 
and its specifi c meaning, rather than emphasizing the verticality of chordlike entities, 
seems to be precisely the dynamic integration of the individual concords in an actual 
musical process. That way, a proper understanding of ‘harmonia’ as a fundamental notion 
in musical thinking counterweights the apparent theoretical preoccupation with single 
vertical elements.
 Some enlightening thoughts in the conceptually and terminologically diffi cult matter 
of ‘harmonia’ were raised by Bonnie Blackburn. She demonstrates that theorists as 
Bartolomeo Ramis de Pareia, Franchinus Gaffurius and Giovanni Spataro, just as Aaron, 
were describing triads, using circumlocutions as ‘mediated intervals’ or even ‘harmony’ 
(reserving ‘consonance’ for dyads).7 The latter opposition between harmony and 
consonance was, however, contested by some theorists. In her article, Blackburn identifi es 
a particular meaning for the notion of ‘harmonia’, referring to a passage from Spataro’s 
Honesta defensio, where the author replies to the defi nitions of harmony and consonance 
by Nicolò Burzio:

4 Title of chapter 3 from part III of the Istitutioni: ‘the elements that compose counterpoint’.

5 See Margaret Bent, ‘The Grammar of Early Music: Preconditions for Analysis’, in: Cristle Collins Judd (ed.), 

Tonal Structures in Early Music, New York: Garland, 2000, pp. 15-59; especially the section ‘The dyadic grammar 

of counterpoint’, pp. 25-35.

6 On the dichotomy between harmonic and linear approaches, see the introduction by Richard L. Crocker, 

‘Discant, Counterpoint, and Harmony’, in: Journal of the American Musicological Society 15/1 (1962), pp. 1-2.

7 Bonnie J. Blackburn, ‘The Dispute about Harmony c. 1500 and the Creation of a New Style’, in: Anne-Emanuelle 

Ceulemans and Bonnie J. Blackburn (eds), Théorie et analyse musicales 1450-1650, Louvain-la-Neuve, 2001, 

pp. 11-12.
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Figure 1
Consonance table from Pietro Aaron, Thoscanello della musica (1523).
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‘Ma harmonia se dice considerando il procedere che fanno inseme concordando: per-
ché se non se moveno, benché siano quatro non si dice harmonia ma consonantie.’8

According to Spataro, the difference between ‘consonantie’ and ‘harmonia’ is that 
the former does not ‘move’ (the number of voices sounding being of no importance). 
Harmony, then, is a process, consisting of dissonances and consonances, and especially 
the musical motion between them.
 Later in her article, Blackburn shows how Zarlino, in chapter 12 of the second book 
of the Istitutioni, modelled his defi nition of ‘harmonia’ tacitly after the exact wordings of 
Spataro’s Honesta defensio.9 Accordingly, the individual vertical intervals, discussed in the 
fi rst set of chapters of Zarlino’s third book (cf. supra), appear to fi t more in the context 
of just consonance, rather than real harmony. Moreover, at the beginning of the ensuing 
chapter (26), Zarlino states: ‘Verro hormai ragionare del Contrapunto’, meaning that 
[only] from that point onwards he will discuss [actual] counterpoint. This is followed by 
the introduction of the ‘soggetto’: a musical entity (be it a motif or melody, pre-existing or 
newly invented) upon which a composer can apply his knowledge of concords. Thus, the 
sixteenth-century idea of counterpoint has evolved from its punctual etymological origin 
towards an understanding of it in a broader musical context, resulting in a sounding 
process called harmony.10 Further in Zarlino’s Istitutioni, the title of chapter 38 can be read 
as a practical description how to establish harmony: ‘In qual maniere si debba procedere 
da una Consonanza all’altra’. The broader meaning of counterpoint also emerges from 
the defi nition given at the opening of the third book:

‘Dico adunque che Contrapunto è quella Concordanza, o concento, che nasce da un 
corpo, ilquale habbia in se diverse parti, & diverse modulationi accommodate alla cantile-
na, ordinate con voci distanti l’una dall’altra per intervalli comensurabili, & harmonici.’11

As can be expected at the start of the practical part of a treatise, the music at issue is 
‘real’ music in the sense that it does not fi t into a speculative approach of the universe, 
but that it ‘is born from a body’. By ‘corpo’, Zarlino means ‘corpo sonore’: any object (or, 
for that matter, instrument) that can be the origin of sound.12 Counterpoint is also not 
limited to single intervals (even if, shortly after this defi nition, Zarlino shifts the focus of 

8 Giovanni Spataro, Honesta defensio in Nicolai Burtii parmensis opusculum, Bologna, 1491, ff. EIII-III[v]; 

extensively cited and discussed in Bonnie J. Blackburn, ‘On Compositional Process in the Fifteenth Century’, 

in: Journal of the American Musicological Society 40/2 (1987; the article has also been reprinted in Composition, 

Printing and Performance: Studies in Renaissance music, Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000); translated pp. 224-225: 

‘but it is called harmony when considering the process they make by concording together, because if they 

do not move, even if there are four voices, it is not called harmony but consonances’. See also ‘The Dispute 

about Harmony’, pp. 34-35 for a brief recapitulation.

9 Section 4: ‘Zarlino’s Theory of Harmony’ in Blackburn, ‘On Compositional Process’, pp. 228-233.

10 In a paper for the 9th International Conference of the Dutch-Flemish Society for Music Theory in Groningen 

(February 2007), I emphasized that counterpoint should be understood as an activity, a procedure to reach 

‘harmonia’ (whether by improvising or composing on paper).

11 Part III, chapter 1: ‘I consider counterpoint to be that concordance or agreement which is born of a body, and 

which contains diverse parts and various melodic lines accommodated to the total composition, arranged so 

that voices are separated by commensurable, harmonious intervals.’ With regard to the emphasized part I 

have amended the translation by Guy A. Marco and Claude V. Palisca (The Art of Counterpoint: Part three of Le 

istitutione harmoniche, 1558, New York: Da Capo, 1983, p. 1) because it connected ‘ilquale’ to ‘corpo’ instead 

of ‘concordanza, o concento’. I am grateful to Clemens Kemme for bringing this to my attention.

12 Zarlino provides a defi nition of ‘corpo sonoro’ in chapter 3 of his Dimostrationi: ‘che mandi fuori suono, è 

Corpo sonoro’: ‘all that produces sound, is a sounding body’.
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his discourse to those in the fi rst place): it contains several parts and ‘modulationi’. The 
latter term was defi ned in book II of the Istitutioni (only two chapters after ‘harmonia’) as 
‘un movimento fatto da un suono all’altro per diversi intervalli’.13 As such, the concept of 
‘modulatione’ allows for a characterisation of counterpoint as something ‘moving’.
 Highlighting this motional property is important because some scholars have 
disregarded the dynamic and sounding nature of counterpoint in favour of a more static 
one arising in the idea of an autonomous and unifi ed piece of music. With regard to the 
above quotation from Zarlino, Edward Lowinsky argued in one of his earliest essays that 
‘corpo’ is ‘the most striking word that occurs in the defi nition’, asserting that ‘[f]or the 
fi rst time a polyphonic work of music is regarded as a body, as one coherent organism’.14 
In line with this view, he translated ‘corpo’ as ‘organism’ rather than ‘[sounding] body’, 
and ‘modulatione’ as ‘many-voiced work’. Lowinsky traced Zarlino’s defi nition back 
to the (fairly similar) one in Gaffurius’s Angelicum ac divinum opus musice (1508) and 
highlighted the links between the latter and his Milanese colleague Leonardo da Vinci. 
Quoting a passage from Leonardo’s notebooks, Lowinsky saw the idea of a coherent 
musical organism refl ected as a ‘harmonious and proportioned union of diverse parts, 
which are related to each other as are the members of one body’, a silent allusion to the 
famous picture of the ‘Vitruvian man’.
 The passage at issue is included in Leonardo’s so-called Paragone, which actually 
serves as the introduction to the Trattato della pittura, in its turn a posthumous selection 
of ideas from the author’s notebooks. It compares the art of music to that of painting:

‘La Musica non è da essere chiamata altro, che sorella della pittura, conciosia ch’essa 
è subietto dell’audito, secondo senso al occhio, e compone armonia con le congiontioni 
delle sue parti proportionali operate nel medesimo tempo, costrette à nascere e morire in 
uno o più tempi armonici, liquali tempi circondano la proportionalità de’membri, di che 
tale armonia si compone non altrimenti, che si faccia la line circonferentiale le membra, di 
che si genera la bellezza umana.’15

Other musicologists than Lowinsky have equally cited this same passage, drawing quite 
different conclusions from it. One alternative reading comes from Blackburn, some 
sixty years after Lowinsky’s. Given that music is said to be ‘constrained to arise and die’, 
she emphasizes that Leonardo is pointing at the evanescent nature of music: its lack of 
permanence. It has been argued that the diagnosis of music suffering a ‘mortal disease’ 

13 Part II, chapter 14: ‘a movement from one sound to the other through different intervals’.

14 Edward E. Lowinsky, ‘The Concept of Physical and Musical Space in the Renaissance’, in: Bonnie J. Blackburn 

(ed.), Music in the Culture of the Renaissance & Other Essays, Chicago etc.: The University of Chicago Press, 

1989, p. 14 (originally published in 1946).

15 Leonardo da Vinci, Paragone, Codex Vaticanus (Urbinas) 1270, f. 16[r] (trattato 29). Almost any existing 

translation seems unsatisfying. The most recent one is found in Bonnie J. Blackburn, ‘Leonardo and Gaffurio 

on Harmony and the Pulse of Music’, in: Barbara Haggh (ed.), Essays on Music and Culture in Honor of Herbert 

Kellmann (Epitome musical, 8), Paris: Minerve, 2001, p. 135: ‘Music is not to be regarded as other than 

the sister of painting, in as much as she is dependent on hearing, second sense behind that of sight. She 

composes harmony from the conjunction of her proportional parts sounded simultaneously, constrained 

to arise and die in one or more tempi armonici. These tempi surround the proportionality of the component 

parts of which such harmony is composed no differently from the linear contours of the limbs from which 

human beauty is created.’ This version is based on the one in Martin Kemp and Margaret Walker (eds), 

Leonardo on Painting, New Haven etc.: Yale University Press, 1989, p. 34, with some alteration regarding the 

‘tempi armonici’, which are the subject of Blackburn’s article.
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was a rhetorical commonplace by the end of the fi fteenth century.16 Blackburn, however, 
indicates that Leonardo touches precisely upon a subject that appears to be neglected by 
the music theorists of his time: ‘the most fundamental aspect of all: how music operates 
in time’.17

 It was not Leonardo’s intention to emphasize the temporal character of music as an 
indication of its fundamental quality. On the contrary, he wanted to demonstrate the 
inherent weakness of this art, secondary to that of painting. For that reason, Leonardo’s 
words were cited also among the documentary evidence, gathered and commented upon 
in Rob Wegman’s The crisis of music in early modern Europe, 1470-1530. Wegman suggests 
that, by the turn of the fi fteenth century, music (and polyphony in particular) was the 
subject of heavy criticism. At least part of the European intellectual scene thought of 
music as something that suffered a problematic defi ciency of substance and permanence, 
being mere sound that left no other trace than a swiftly evaporating sense of aural 
pleasure. According to Wegman, this criticism was answered by a paradigm shift in 
musical thinking:

‘Composers and theorists (...) proceeded to “reify” music on terms that might be ac-
ceptable to their opponents while meeting their objections. They found an answer in a 
redefi ned idea of the written composition; it became the “made thing,” the chose faite or 
res facta.’18

The debate about music and its problematic transiency leads Wegman to the conclusion 
that ‘[t]he musical object was becoming a monument for ages’. Whereas Lowinsky found 
the image of the (unifi ed) musical work expressed by the words of Leonardo, Wegman 
comes to the notion of a musical object in spite of the ideas of the latter. Assuming that 
musical thinking around 1500 was coloured by the dialectics between musical object and 
sounding music, one may turn to Tinctoris’s introduction of the term ‘res facta’ in his 
Liber de arte contrapuncti, opposing two types of counterpoint:

‘Porro tam simplex quam diminutus contrapunctus dupliciter fi t, hoc est aut scripto 
aut mente. Contrapunctus qui scripto fi t communiter res facta nominatur. At istum quem 
mentaliter confi cimus absolute contrapunctum vocamus, et hunc qui faciunt super librum 
cantare vulgariter dicuntur.’19

At fi rst sight, what is called ‘res facta’ is counterpoint that is written down. That way, the 
evanescent musical sounds could acquire substance (they were consolidated on paper) 
and permanence (they could be preserved). However, Tinctoris’s use of the qualifying 
adverbs ‘communiter’ and ‘vulgariter’ with regard to the defi nition of both ‘res facta’ and its 
counterpart ‘super librum cantare’ suggests that those terms have more subtle meanings. A 
close reading of his text reveals that the observation of the rules of counterpoint by every 

16 See, for instance, Emanuel Winternitz, Leonardo da Vinci as a Musician, New Haven etc.: Yale University 

Press, 1982, pp. 219-221.

17 Blackburn, ‘Leonardo and Gaffurio’, pp. 128-129.

18 Rob C. Wegman, The Crisis of Music in Early Modern Europe, 1470-1530, New York etc.: Routledge, 2005, 

p. 167.

19 Book II, chapter 20; translated by Margaret Bent, ‘“Resfacta” and “Cantare super librum”’, in: Journal of 

the American Musicological Society 36/3 (1983), pp. 372-373: ‘Furthermore, counterpoint, both simple and 

diminished, is made in two ways, that is, either in writing or in the mind. Counterpoint that is written is 

commonly called resfacta. But that which we make together mentally we call counterpoint in the absolute 

[sense], and they who do this are vulgarly said to sing upon the book.’ (Bent prefers to write ‘resfacta’ as one 

word, Blackburn and other sources do not.)
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voice of a polyphonic complex in relation to every other voice, is the distinguishing feature 
of ‘res facta’. By contrast, when musicians ‘sing upon the book’, they improvise their own 
part in contrapuntal agreement only with the (given) tenor and not necessarily (although 
it is desirable) with all other voices.20 Considering this reading, it appears that the essence 
of ‘res facta’ is not the (innovative) presentation of compositions as autonomous musical 
objects on paper, but rather an expression of the sonorous quality of polyphony when 
sounding. Blackburn proposed to call it ‘harmonic composition’, combining the ‘moving’ 
nature of ‘harmonia’ with the overall organisation of ‘com-ponere’. She asserted that, 
thanks to its written form, ‘res facta’ could survive when the echoes of its performance 
had faded away. Signifi cantly, however, she adds that it ‘was also a visual object, and often 
a very beautiful one, but in that form it is not music’.21

 With regard to practical music theory, both a punctual and a holistic approach to 
music have been considered above. Whereas the fi rst displayed a certain fi xation on single 
intervals and isolated vertical combinations as the most basic elements of counterpoint, 
the second invoked the idea of a musical object as a unifi ed body, a sedimentation of 
polyphony in a substantial and permanent form. Although they do not exclude musical 
temporality or dynamic movement as such, both approaches conceive of music from a 
basically static perspective. This inclination is compensated, however, by the presented 
conceptual background, which relies principally on the notion of dynamic musical 
movement and sonorous unfolding. Although listed individually at the beginning of the 
treatises, intervals should thus be viewed in the broader process of ‘harmonia’, discussed 
elsewhere by theorists and musicians. As for the idea of a unifi ed musical object, a close 
reading of the defi nitions of counterpoint and ‘res facta’ showed that the sounding 
manifestation of polyphony remained prior to its written objectifi cation. Most likely 
because of their modifi ed understanding in the later context of tonality, the specifi c 
meanings of ‘harmonia’ and ‘modulatione’, both expressing musical motion, have been 
overlooked too often with regard to musical thinking in the Renaissance. Acknowledging 
their specifi c meanings, however, the apparent preoccupation for static features in 
practical theory is softened and brought into perspective. In the next section, this article 
will explore how temporality and movement are viewed in the more philosophical domain 
of speculative theory.

The dimensions of music
As both ‘harmonia’ and ‘modulatione’ are defi ned in the second book of Zarlino’s 
Istitutioni, these terms already stem from a more speculative context than the actual 
counterpoint instructions in the third book, indicating a certain continuity between 
both theoretical traditions. At the end of this article, a passage from the later Sopplimenti 
musicali will demonstrate how Zarlino uses these concepts to integrate speculative and 
practical music theory. However, given the foundations of practical concepts in musical 
movement, the latter aspect in itself will be traced back fi rst to the underlying conception 
of ‘time’ as a category of music by means of a discussion about musical sound from 
the Dimostrationi harmoniche (1571).22 This treatise, published after the Istitutioni and 
Zarlino’s appointment in 1565 as ‘maestro di capella’ of San Marco in Venice, is conceived 

20 See Bent, ‘“Resfacta” and “Cantare super librum”’, pp. 371-391. The terminological discussion was continued 

in Blackburn’s ‘On compositional process’.

21 Blackburn, ‘Leonardo and Gaffurio’, p. 129.

22 Only a facsimile edition is available (Ridgewood: Gregg, 1966). The electronic edition on Thesaurus musicarum 

italicarum (http://euromusicology.cs.uu.nl) is transcribed from Zarlino’s collected works (1589) and renders 

a revised version of the text. A PhD on the specifi c methodology of the Dimostrationi was made by John 

Emil Kelleher: Zarlino’s Dimostrationi harmoniche and Demonstrative Methodologies in the Sixteenth Century, 

Columbia University, 1993.
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as a set of dialogues that are said to have taken place in April 1562 in the house of Adrian 
Willaert, Zarlino’s old teacher and predecessor, who would die in December of the same 
year. Besides Willaert and Zarlino, three other guests participate in the discussions: 
Francesco Viola, ‘maestro di capella’ of the Este court in Ferrara, Claudio Merulo, organist 
at San Marco, and a certain Desiderio, a friend of Willaert, ‘[q]uesti [sic] grandemente 
si dilettava della Musica; ma sopra ogn’altra cosa desiderava udir ragionar delle cose 
dell’Arte, & della Scienza; percioche per molt’anni inanzi studiato havea nella Filosofi a, & 
havea letto molti Autori Greci & Latini, i quali di Musica trattavano.’23

 After the prologue, the defi nition of sound is the fi rst to be treated (thirteen other 
defi nitions follow) in the fi rst discussion (‘Ragionamento primo’) of the Dimostrationi. 
It reads: ‘Il suono è cadimento di voce atta alla modulatione, fatto sotta una estensione’.24 
Indicating that sound originates in a ‘fall of the voice’, Zarlino follows the traditional 
defi nition of sound as a percussion of air that reaches the ear, as it was well known from 
Boethius.25 As it is Zarlino’s intention to defi ne sound ‘in particolare’ (i.e. from the specifi c 
viewpoint of the musician) rather than ‘in universale’, he imports the terms ‘modulatione’ 
and ‘estensione’. The defi nition of ‘modulatione’ as a kind of ‘movimento’ has been 
mentioned earlier in this article. The dynamically unfolding nature of this concept is 
aptly expressed by Kelleher’s translation of ‘modulatione’ as ‘active melodic movement’ 
(my emphasis). The concept of ‘estensione’ dates back to the Peripatetic philosopher 
Aristoxenus, who distinguished musical sound from speech by its capacity to remain 
stable on a single tone. This was said to be the ‘extension’ of the ‘voice’: the prolongation 
of a stable pitch. Conceiving of a ‘tonal space’, Aristoxenus thought of musical notes as 
‘locations reached by the voice, or by the sound of an instrument, in the course of its 
movement through a melodic sequence’.26 With regard to a dynamic and, consequently, 
temporal account of music, the idea of extension seems to suggest a certain horizontal 
(i.e. ‘durational’) character of musical sound. Being related mainly to the fi xation and not 
the unfolding of pitch, however, it is to be regarded as a (metaphorically) spatial notion 
rather than a temporal one. Whereas ‘modulatione’ emphasized that (musical) sound is 
part of active melodic movement, ‘estensione’ indicates that it should respect the fi xed 
positions of pitches in tonal space. In that sense, the Aristoxenian distinction between 
‘continuous sound’ (speech) and ‘discrete sound’ (music, as it progresses by predefi ned 
pitches), is observed by Zarlino.
 Interesting in the context of this article is the discussion that follows between Zarlino 
and Desiderio. In a way, it can be related to the question whether one should stress the 
(static) aspect of ‘estensione’ more than the (dynamic) feature of ‘modulatione’. While 
there seems to be an agreement about the formulation of the defi nition of musical sound, 
Desiderio disagrees with Zarlino’s underlying assumption that sound can be compared to 
the unit of a point in geometry, that concords arise from sound just as a line originates in 
a single dot. According to Zarlino, the fundamental property of musical sound, therefore, 

23 Introduction to ‘ragionamento’ I, translated by Paolo Gozza, ‘“Desiderio da Pavia” and Renaissance Music 

Theory’, in: Paolo Gozza (ed.), Number to Sound. The Musical Way to the Scientifi c Revolution, Dordrecht: 

Kluwer, 2000, p. 82: ‘This man took delight in Music: but above all else he wanted to hear talk about Art and 

Science, since for many years he had studied Philosophy and had read many Greek and Latin authors dealing 

with music.’

24 Translated by Kelleher, p. 194: ‘Sound is an incidence (or “fall”, cadimento) of the voice in active melodic 

movement, made under an extension.’

25 Ancius Manlius Severinus Boethius, De institutione musica, [ca. 505], book I, chapter 3: ‘diffi nitur sonus 

percussio aeris indissoluta usque ad auditum’.

26 Andrew Barker, ‘Plato and Aristoxenus on the Nature of μελοs’, in: Charles Burnett, Michael Fend and 

Penelope Gouk (eds), The Second Sense: Studies in Hearing and Musical Judgement from Antiquity to the 

Seventeenth Century (Warburg Institute Surveys and Texts, 22), London: University of London, 1991, p. 151.
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is the pitch quality (‘qualità di grave & di acuto’, in Aristoxenian terms: ‘estensione’). 
He attributes three components to music: ‘luogo’ (place), ‘tempo’ (time) and ‘colore’ 
(colour). The fi rst category defi nes the position of sound, the origin of music and any 
musical concord, in tonal space and is therefore related to pitch. The consonances that 
grow from an initially indivisible sound by extending its position (pitch) in one direction 
or the other (up or down) can be compared with a line in geometry, as they extend over 
a certain distance (literally: ‘interval’). This interval (line) is no longer indivisible as the 
original musical sound (point), but has a certain ‘larghezza’ (width) instead. Since the 
constituting elements of a concord occupy different (but fi xed) positions in tonal space, 
this dimension of width stands for the vertical interval between pitches (and from this 
point of view it is not surprising that Zarlino considers them the most basic elements 
in the practical context of counterpoint). Desiderio, on the other hand, argues that any 
‘cadimento’ necessarily involves movement, which is not possible without the concepts 
of time and quantity (which is lacking in a ‘point’, indivisible by defi nition). Confronted 
with the above three-part division, Desiderio is itching to emphasize that sound, by 
all means, exists by grace of time (Zarlino’s second category), and that it consequently 
has a certain ‘lunghezza’ (length). Zarlino confi rms that this is also an aspect of music, 
describing ‘tempo’ as the rhythmical quality of musical sound in its durations, but he 
maintains that ‘il musico’ thinks of sound in its indivisible form. By ‘il musico’, he means 
the music theorist, as opposed to the practical musician.27 When Desiderio sticks to his 
point that sound has duration, Zarlino explains:

‘Che importa questo: purche al modo, che lo considera il Musico, come principio, sia 
indivisibile. Ma vi voglio ancora dire una cosa, e poi fare fi ne di ragionare sopra questo 
principio. Non sapete, che quando la Musica è considerata & ridutta nel suo fi ne, ella è 
veramente cosa attiva? & è posta in atto col mezzo di quelle cose, che sono sottoposte à 
quel Genere di cose, che succedono l’una allaltra? come è il suono, & non in quello, che 
è di cose durabili & permanenti? come volete voi adunque che ella si ponga in atto, se i 
suoni non restano, & non si fanno udire per qualche spacio tempo?’28

When Zarlino admits that music is indeed ‘something active’, the formulation by means of 
rhetorical questions hints at the fact that – at least for him – the temporal nature of music 
is self-evident. There is no other way to ‘actualise’ music. However, sounding music and 
its temporal implications are not the principal matter of interest for the music theorist 
(in the sense of ‘il musico’). By mentioning that sounds are not ‘durable and permanent’ 
when they are not realised over time, Zarlino equally makes a distinction between the 
subject of speculative music theory (indivisible sound) and the goal of musical practice 
(temporal sound).
 Given that Zarlino acts – or in fact portrays himself – as a (theoretical) ‘musico 
perfetto’, one could think that Desiderio impersonates the practical musician. However, 
in presence of typical performers as Francesco Viola and Claudio Merulo, it is unlikely 
that Zarlino would assign this specifi c role of the traditional division to Willaert’s 
lettered friend. Examining the rhetorical position of Desiderio in the Dimostrationi, 

27 This distinction refl ects the difference between ‘musicus’ and ‘cantor’, as specifi ed by Boethius, De institutione 

musica, I-34.

28 Dimostrationi, I-1: ‘What matters is this: to the way the musician considers it, as a principle, it [sound] is 

indivisible. But I want to say only one more thing, and then end the discussion of this principle. Do you not 

know that, when music is considered and reduced to its end, it is an active thing? And [that it] is actualised 

by means of those things which belong to that kind of things which succeed one another? [And that] such is 

sound, and not like durable and permanent things? How, therefore, do you want to actualise them if sounds 

do not remain and are not heard for a certain timespan?’ (translation partly based on Kelleher, p. 208)
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Paolo Gozza suggests that he incarnates ‘a new literary and scientifi c paradigm’.29 With 
his interdisciplinary background and specifi c inclination towards music, Desiderio could 
be characterized as a humanistic theorist rather than one rooted essentially in medieval 
musical thinking. As it appears, the disagreement between Zarlino and Desiderio arises in 
a mathematical conception of music by the former, allowing for a numerical approach of 
harmonic proportions, and a phenomenal one by the latter, viewing music as substantial 
sounding movement in time.
 Apart from ‘luogo’ and ‘tempo’, Zarlino mentioned a third quality of sound: ‘colore’. 
This last category stands for the relation between sounds belonging to various parts or 
voices. Although not fully explained by the author, colour seems to reside in the way 
sounds interact in the context of a composition, combining several melodies. Whereas the 
discussion in the Dimostratione focuses basically on the question whether place (pitch) 
should be preferred above time (duration), the Sopplimenti musicali (1588) present 
a more balanced explanation of all three dimensions of musical sound. At the end of 
chapter six of the second book, a comprehensive illustration is added (Figure 2).30 Instead 
of the categories ‘luogo’, ‘tempo’ and ‘colore’, Zarlino adopts an even more geometrical 
terminology here, speaking of ‘larghezza’, ‘lunghezza’ and ‘profondità overo altezza’: 
width, length (cf. the Dimostrationi), and depth or height.

 

Following the illustration from left to right, the explanation in the mentioned chapter 
considers sound to be the origin of music in the sense that it is ‘principio della Modulatione, 
quando si trova nella sua duratione’. Duration – and, originating from it, melodic 
movement – appears to be the fi rst aspect of musical sound here. This is also expressed 
visually by the middle horizontal line (with the annotation ‘repetition[e] con l’intervallo 
d[e]l te[m]po’) that starts from the original point, named sound. Moving it up and down 

29 Gozza, ‘“Desiderio da Pavia”’, p. 87.

30 As for the Dimostrationi, only a facsimile edition of the Sopplimenti exists (Ridgewood: Gregg, 1966), together 

with the electronic edition on Thesaurus musicarum italicarum. Chapter six of the second book is found on 

pages 56-57 of the original print.

Figure 2
Comparison of music and geometry from Gioseffo Zarlino, Sopplimenti musicali (1588).
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(‘verso l’acuto’ and ‘v[e]rso ‘l grave’), the line becomes a surface (‘soperfi cie’) in which 
reside the actual musical intervals (i.e. vertical concords: ‘consonantia ò dissonantia’). 
In contrast to Zarlino’s predilection in the Dimostrationi with pitch and distances in 
tonal space, this aspect is defi ned in the Sopplimenti as ‘il secondo intervallo, ch’è detto 
Larghezza’ (my emphasis).31

 The third stage of Zarlino’s conception of sound as the origin of music connects 
the geometrical structure of a ‘corpo’ to the musical phenomenon of ‘harmonia’. When 
‘colore’ emphasized the differences between various sounds, the notion of ‘harmonia’ – 
given the way it was defi ned in the previous section of this article – expresses the effect of 
putting those differences in relation to each other. Sounds, with their duration (length) 
and pitch (width), form intervals that interact by means of ‘harmonia’, which is at work in 
the (spacious) context of a composition. The notion of ‘corpo’, then, obviously does not 
relate to ‘corpo sonoro’ here. It stands for a ‘body’ as a spatial volume, indeed: an object. I 
would not hesitate to call it ‘res facta’, qualifi ed above as a musical whole in which all parts 
act together in sonorous harmony (and not as an expression of the individuated status 
of the musical artefact as a monument). In the same manner that the geometrical body 
incorporates all spatial dimensions at the same time, a musical composition observes all 
aspects of musical sound, counterpoint and harmony together.
 As it relates the geometrical picture with concrete musical features such as consonance 
and harmony, this remarkable chapter from the Sopplimenti demonstrates a continuity 
between speculative and practical music theory. Examining the epistemological methods 
and ideologies of Zarlino’s musical thinking, Jairo Moreno identifi es ‘his efforts to preserve 
the sanctity of a unique and indivisible truth’.32 To a certain extent, this complicates the 
interpretation of the treatises, in the present but also during the sixteenth century itself. 
The objections raised by Desiderio in the Dimostrationi do not only allow Zarlino to 
strengthen his own point, but also represent the criticism of some of his contemporaries 
after the publication of the Istitutioni. The apparent inversion of the ‘fi rstness’ of length 
and width (i.e. duration and pitch) in the Sopplimenti, although a minor detail, equally 
gives proof of a delicate equilibrium of speculation and practice. Given his strong 
mathematical inspiration, one could qualify Zarlino as the ultimate representative of a 
medieval tradition, bound to be overruled towards the end of the sixteenth century by a 
new experimental approach that (fi nally) preferred ‘sensus’ over ‘ratio’. The musical part 
of the so-called ‘scientifi c revolution’ has been discussed elsewhere33 and is beyond the 
scope of the present article. Paying attention to the temporal and dynamic aspects of 
sounding music, however, I have demonstrated that crucial aspects of both speculative 
and practical theory from the sixteenth century rely upon the fundamental concept of 
musical motion. A proper defi nition of ‘modulatione’ and ‘harmonia’ emphasizes the 
moving nature of counterpoint and even ‘res facta’, although at fi rst sight those terms 
seem to be rooted in rather static features such as elementary vertical constellations or 
the idea of an autonomous musical object respectively. Max Haas describes the historical 
concept of ‘musica’ as a ‘scientia media’ between mathematics (number) and physics 
(sound).34 I believe that a raised sensitivity for the second aspect of this duality can lead 
to a more genuine understanding of Renaissance musical thinking.

31 ‘The second dimensional span, called width’ (In order to prevent confusion between a geometrical 

understanding of interval (as a particular distance according to a certain direction) and a musical one, I have 

translated ‘intervallo’ as ‘dimensional span’.)

32 Jairo Moreno, Musical Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction of Musical Thought in Zarlino, 

Descartes, Rameau, and Weber, Bloomington-Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2004, p. 45.

33 See for example Paolo Gozza (ed.), Number to Sound.

34 Max Haas, Musikalisches Denken im Mittelalter, Bern: Peter Lang, 2005, summary on pp. 557-558.
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